A multimicrospray nebulizer for microwave-induced plasma mass spectrometry
We have developed a nebulizer, called a multimicrospray nebulizer (MMSN), that efficiently introduces analytes for plasma mass spectrometry and plasma emission spectrometry. In this nebulizer, both the sample solution and the nebulizer gas are divided into several streams to produce a multispray. That is, the MMSN is a nebulizer that contains several micronebulization units, each unit including an orifice for passing the nebulizer gas and a capillary for introducing a sample solution. The microspray from each micronebulization unit can be operated at a microliter per minute sample uptake rate to achieve high nebulization efficiency. The multimicrospray nebulizer is capable of introducing more analyte to the plasma compared with a single-orifice micronebulizer, which has a very low sample uptake rate. In this work, an MMSN with three orifices was found to be suitable for microwave-induced plasma mass spectrometry (MIP-MS). The sample uptake rate can be varied within a range of 5-250 microL/min. Therefore, the nebulizer is unique in its ability to deal with various sample volumes and provide high nebulization efficiency. The sensitivity for all elements obtained with the MMSN was higher than that obtained with a conventional concentric nebulizer (CCN), which is difficult to achieve with other types of microintroduction nebulizers. For most elements, the MIP-MS sensitivity was improved about 2-fold at a sample uptake rate of 150 microL/min, a much lower rate than that for the CCN (usually 0.5-1.5 mL/min). The sensitivity for arsenic was improved by a factor of 5. The relative standard deviation was found to be less than 2.0%.